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Moon Zooom 

"Retro Repository"

This local repository of retro 60s and 70s-style clothing has got it all. Don't

go to a disco party in Silicon Valley without shopping here first. The place

even has a second-hand tuxedo section. Whether you have kids who see

the 1970s as a historical curiosity or you are a retro fan, you will spend

much more time in this place than you originally anticipated. Find long-

sleeved silk monstrosities of the Disco Era to orange sport coats from

1975. There are equal amounts of attire here for men and women and, of

course, service with a smile.

 +1 408 287 5876  moonzooom.com/  1630 West San Carlos Street, San Jose

CA
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Bella James 

"Perfect Dress For Any Occassion"

Bella James is popular among the beautiful ladies of San Jose for their

elegant dresses and pretty shoes. Every piece of accessories or clothing

item on their rack is an immaculate juxtaposition of contemporary styles

woven into conventional textures and fabric. Dresses, tops, skirts, pants

try anything here, they have got it all right. This is the place to find unique

pieces that you will otherwise not find any place else. The employees here

are very friendly; trust them on their opinions like you would trust a good

friend. At Bella James you will find clothes that you will actually wear and

not just hang inside your closet.

 +1 408 292 0000  www.bellajames.com  1151 Lincoln Avenue, San Jose CA
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Anthropologie 

"Decoding Fashion Behavior"

The decor at Anthropologie is rustic and very unique and is bound to give

you a glimpse of the fashion that is in store for you. The hangers are

graced with beautiful dresses, tops, pants and shirts which are one of a

kind. The colors, designs, patterns and textures will instantly make you fall

in love with their collection. Anthropologie has an outfit for every

occasion, so be it a special cocktail dress, a flowing beach dress, formal

skirts for an important conference or the most famous you-want-to-

pamper-yourself lingerie and intimates; they have got it all! One word of

caution though, you are bound to leave the place with heavier shopping

bags and lighter wallets but in the end this will prove to be a healthy

session of retail therapy.

 +1 408 249 0436  www.anthropologie.com/stores/san

tana-row-san-jose

 356 Santana Row, San Jose CA
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Chico's 

"Beautiful Collection, Warm Service"

Chico's is a popular boutique store frequented by most of the San Jose

ladies for its stylish and trendy collection. Their wonderful suits, skirts,

shirts and dresses are bound to make heads turn irrespective of the

occasion. Their clothes fit beautifully, require minimum hassle and last

really long. One of the best features of Chico's is their staff, the young

women who manage customers here are themselves style divas and are

known to guide you immaculately. They will suggest you the type of

clothes that will suit your body and these inputs leave an impression even

after you leave the store. Pick up something from their wrinkle-free

traveler collection if planning a trip.

 +1 408 554 9030  www.chicos.com/store/store_locato

r.jsp

 377 Santana Row, Suite #1030, San

Jose CA
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